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EXCELTA’S PRECISION TRANSFORMATION: SYSPRO AND LYNQ UNLEASH 

MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE.

Excelta Corporation, est. in 1957 by Jerome Dalseme specialises in manufacturing 

small assembly hand tools such as tweezers, pliers and cutters from their facility 

in Buelton, California. These precision tools are distributed to industries including 

Military Electronics, Consumer Electronics, Medical Device Manufacturing, 

Electronic Assembly and Repair sectors. Excelta’s product range has expanded, 

growing from a modest selection of chain nose pliers and tweezers to an extensive 

catalogue of over 1,200 items distributed to the consumer electronics market. 

Excelta has maintained a strong commitment to delivering top-quality, innovative 

solutions. 

The Challenge

As they expanded, they realised that their dated ERP system no longer served their 

intricate production processes and reporting requirements. Hindered by complex 

production processes and limited reporting capabilities, proficient inventory 

management, accurate demand forecasting and the maintenance of optimal stock 

levels for timely goods availability were big challenges.

The Solution

Implementing and integrating SYSPRO ERP software and LYNQ’s MES solution 

to drive operational excellence and boost productivity through robust reporting. 

Summarising the transformation in a few words...

“Since moving to SYSPRO integrated with LYNQ, we 

have made continual progress. It’s just a well-rounded 

business solution.”

Daniel Graef, IT & Purchasing Manager, 

Excelta Corporation 
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With unwavering dedication to automation, Excelta turned to SYSPRO integrated 

with LYNQ to drive efficiencies and reduce costs across their entire organisation. 

Inventory and Supply Chain Revolution

SYSPRO integrated with LYNQ’s automation capabilities redefined the inventory and 

suply chain process. It streamlined efficiency, bolstered supplier relationships and 

empowered informed decision-making.  

Excella accomplished improved inventory management, eradication of stockouts, 

and a notable decrease in holding expenses. 

This enabled them to produce goods in the right 

quantity at the right time, cutting excess inventory 

costs and elevating operational efficiency and 

customer satisfaction. 

Elevating Warehouse Management with LYNQ MES

Exceltra embraced LYNQ’s MES solution. It accurately tracks labour time, schedules 

over 24 work centres and offers valuable performance insights. The tracking extends 

beyond employees to encompass equipment, ensuring that operations are always 

equipped with up-to-date information.

Excelta Corporation’s implementation of SYSPRO and LYNQ’s world-class MES 

solution is a testament to the transformative power of technology. By adopting 

automation and innovative solutions, Excelta got rid of the limitations of their 

outdated ERP system. Today, they set the benchmark for precision manufacturing 

in the electronics, medical devices, aerospace and defence industries. Their journey 

serves as an inspiring example of how SYSPRO and LYNQ’s technology can drive 

efficiency, reduce costs and stimulate progress in today’s competitive business 

landscape.

“LYNQ MES is a great module to accurately track 

labour time, schedule our 24+ work centres and 

analyse performance, we are currently tracking both 

equipment and employee time to be able to keep 

operations informed with up-to-date information.”

Daniel Graef, IT & Purchasing Manager, 

Excelta Corporation 
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